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When the two Steves started Apple back in 1976, they dreamed of making a computer that people could use as a tool to change the world. In 1999, Apple released Final Cut Proa program worthy of the founders' vision. A worldwide community has formed around this tool, and people are making movies who weren't able to before. Final Cut Pro changed the way stories are told, because it changed who's telling them.

In 2003, Apple debuted Final Cut Express, a lower-cost, entry-level, nonlinear editing and effects program built using the same code base as Final Cut Pro 3; followed by Final Cut Express 2, which is based on Final Cut Pro 4are you starting to see a pattern here?

This book covers Apple's third program version, Final Cut Express HD 3.0, known as Final Cut Express HD (or just "FCE HD" to its friends and fans). FCE HD offers a light sprinkling of refinements throughout the program and another significant bump in real-time performance. FCE HD's big news is indicated in the application's name change: Limited high-definition video (HDV) capture, edit and output via FireWirewithout an additional hardware card.

FCE HD also ships with two significant helper applicationsLiveType, an animated titling program, and Soundtrack, a kind of musical Erector Set you can use to generate custom tracks from loops. LiveType and Soundtrack had previously been available only to Final Cut Pro users.

This book, Final Cut Express HD for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart Guide, is adapted from my Final Cut Pro HD for Mac OS X: Visual QuickPro Guide. This edition describes the operation of Final Cut Express HD. I've carefully revised the Final Cut Pro HD material to accurately reflect the way Final Cut Express HD works, so if you are using an earlier version of Final Cut Express, you might want to seek out a copy of an earlier edition.
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Memetics and Evolutionary Economics: To Boldly Go Where no Meme has Gone Before (Economic Complexity and Evolution)Springer, 2020

	
		This book explores the question of whether and how meme theory or “memetics” can be fruitfully utilized in evolutionary economics and proposes an approach known as “economemetics” which is a combination of meme theory and complexity theory that has the potential to combat the fragmentation of evolutionary...
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HACCP: A Toolkit for ImplementationRoyal Society of Chemistry, 2010

	Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) is a systematic method to identify, evaluate and control food safety hazards. Since its initial development in the 1960s, HACCP has been increasingly used at every stage of the food chain. In many countries, it is a legal requirement for all food business operators to have some form of hazard...
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Decision Science in Action: Theory and Applications of Modern Decision Analytic Optimisation (Asset Analytics)Springer, 2018

	
		This book provides essential insights into a range of newly developed numerical optimization techniques with a view to solving real-world problems. Many of these problems can be modeled as nonlinear optimization problems, but due to their complex nature, it is not always possible to solve them using conventional optimization theory....
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UNIX to Linux(R) Porting : A Comprehensive Reference (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development)Prentice Hall, 2006

Port Your UNIX® Applications to Linux®–Quickly, Efficiently, and Reliably


Increasingly, developers, architects, and project managers face the challenge of porting their C, C++, and Java applications from UNIX® to Linux® environments. Now,...
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Groovy Recipes: Greasing the Wheels of Java (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Each recipe in Groovy Recipes begins with a concise code example for a quick start, followed by in-depth explanation in plain English.  These recipes will get you to-to-speed in a Groovy environment quickly.
  You'll see how to speed up nearly every aspect of the development process using Groovy. Groovy makes mundane file management...
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Populations, Public Health, and the LawGeorgetown University Press, 2009
Law plays a crucial role in protecting the health of populations. Whether the public health threat is bioterrorism, pandemic influenza, obesity, or lung cancer, law is an essential tool for addressing the problem. Yet for many decades, courts and lawyers have frequently overlooked law's critical importance to public health. "Populations,...
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